
Climate Applications working group aims to link scientists within GSFC with external 

scientists in order to exchange, collaborate, and innovate on observations, models, 

and products with a focus on scientific advancements as well as practical solutions.
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Welcome and introductions

 Steering group

 Alex Ruane, GISS

 Ben Poulter, Biospheric Sciences Lab

 Mike Bosilovich, GMAO

 Stephanie Schollaert Uz, Applied Sciences Manager

 Group introductions (name, lab)

 Discussion questions

 How could GSFC climate applications benefit from enhanced interaction across research groups?

 What could data providers learn from applications experts, and vice versa?

 How can Goddard better identify and sustainably engage with climate application stakeholder 

groups?



Aims of the revamped group
 Build an engaged community to exchange, collaborate, innovate:

 explore diverse data needs and expand the applied use of NASA climate data to 
wider user communities

 connect applied users with data developers

 potentially develop new collaborative projects within NASA Goddard and with the 
external community

 focus on stakeholder-oriented applications in three periods: retrospective 
(historical), monitoring and forecasting (near-real-time), and projections (years to 
decades in the future)

 examine how satellite observations and model outputs drive integrated 
assessments including the water, energy, food nexus

 Organization facilitated by Stephanie, guidance from Alex/Ben/Mike 

 Establish a regular schedule – once a month (need volunteers/topics; 
September topic already aligned with Applied Sciences seminar)



Proposed meeting structure
• Announce topic and (co-) leaders at least a week in 

advance

• Send around 3-4 discussion questions that encourage 
participants to contribute

• 5 minutes on relevant GSFC Climate Applications updates

• 15-20 minute presentation to introduce topic and set stage 
for group discussion

• Group discussion beginning with discussion questions



Potential topics of future meetings
1. What are key observational and model requirements for impacts model analysis in a given sector (e.g., crop models, renewable 

energy models, water systems modelers)? What are key observational requirements for impacts model validation (i.e., 

‘Obs4Impacts’)?

2. How do impacts modeling communities establish a baseline climatology for comparison to future scenarios?

3. How can applications experts draw trends from patchwork of historical observational products and reanalyses?

4. How can earth observations and impacts models feed into global integrated assessment models (e.g., the PNNL GCAM)?

5. Are projections of mitigation and adaptation consistent within a given impact sector (e.g., agriculture, water resources, 

ecosystems)?

6. Can we apply data assimilation approaches to new areas (e.g., agriculture)?

7. What NASA resources could be leveraged to understand a recent extreme event (e.g., Maryland flooding) or a hypothetical 

scenario (e.g., severe Midwest drought)?

8. What less-well-known variables useful for climate applications might be drawn from MERRA-2 (retrospective), GEOS-5 (forecasting), 

and Model-E (projections), and how can applications-oriented research inform these models’ development priorities?

9. What socioeconomic information and scenarios complement geophysical observations and projections for climate applications?

10. What is the outlook for a new satellite product (e.g., SMAP products) to be used for climate applications?

11. What categories of stakeholder groups and decision contexts can NASA climate applications inform?

12. How can NASA researchers best contribute to major climate applications-oriented reports (e.g., NCA, IPCC AR6)?



Discussion questions

 How could GSFC climate applications benefit from enhanced 

interaction across research groups?

 What could data providers learn from applications experts, and 

vice versa?

 How can Goddard better identify and sustainably engage with 

climate application stakeholder groups?



 Request for additional topic ideas

 Volunteers to facilitate future meetings around your topic of interest

 Next meeting: September 18, 2pm, B33: H118 following 1pm seminar

Jill Engel-Cox | JISEA/NREL

9.18.18 @ 1pm, 33:A128

The Energy Revolution, Nexus of Energy-Food-Water Systems, 

and Discussion of Potential Relevant NASA Resources

*contact Applied Sciences if you would like to meet with Jill 9am-noon

Summary and next steps

https://science.gsfc.nasa.gov/610/applied-sciences/seminar_materials/calendar_appointments/Goddard Applied Sciences Seminar Jill Engel-Cox.ics

